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ABSTRACT: Music and songs are natural way of expressing emotions in South Asian movies. The video clips of these songs

are also sold in huge volume in CDs and cassettes market in South Asian countries and countries where there is significant

population of Asians. The growing ease in hosting multimedia contents has resulted in huge increase of such songs video clip

available online. The search and indexing of online databases having these video songs is a challenging task. A common user

usually likes to search a song based on many criteria, e.g. the genre of a song, and on-screen actor performing in a song.

Currently, the genre and actor information for a song is available in an attached textual tag, which usually is added by a user

who uploads the song. Any indexing or searching system can not solely depend on the genre or actor information provided

by an ordinary user, who may, sometimes ignore to include such information. The potential solution to the problem is content

based analysis of these video songs. In this paper, we propose a shot based main actor detection in Bollywood video songs.

We first detect the shots in a song which most probably contain the main actor faces, followed by filtering out the extras faces

that might be accompanied with main actor, and finally displaying the main actor performing in that song video.
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1. Introduction

Bollywood has become an important part of South Asian culture. The most common Bollywood genre, the video song-and-

dance movie, colloquially called the masala movie, typically with a simple melodramatic plot along the lines of poor good guy

wins the rich beautiful gal, resonates strongly across the subcontinent. Often derided as escapist fare, Bollywood movies,

nevertheless, are hugely popular amongst all strata of South Asian society, from daily wage workers to millionaire industrialists,

from the uneducated to the college-going. Families gathering around the TV at home to watch a Bollywood movie is a favorite

leisure pastime in South Asia. South Asians abroad, in fact, are often even more fanatical in collecting and viewing Bollywood

movies, an activity which transports them, at least vicariously, back to their homeland. Popular film video songs often form the

musical backdrop for various festive occasions in South Asia, from weddings to political rallies.

Bollywood movies, before their release, are mainly marketed on their music and star power. Usually, the presence of big stars in

a movie, guarantees the success of the movie. There are only few movies, hit badly on box office, having great stars likes

Amitabh Bachan and Shahrukh Khan. The fans of these movies are so crazy about these stars that some time they do not even
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care how rubbish the story of a movie is, they simply take a movie by heart, if it features their favorite cast.

The recent boom in the availability of online multimedia contents has made it easy to host the video songs of Bolly-wood movies

online. The indexing of such movie songs, for an efficient search, requires songs information in different dimensions. For

example, the genre of a song e.g. pop, romantic or tragic, may be one way of indexing these video songs. The main actors

performing in a song, may also be an efficient way of indexing such video clips containing songs.

In its current implementation, the main actors information is attached with a song using accompanying textual information that

is inserted manually. Given the current high volume of videos available online, it is highly unreliable to depend on manually

inserted textual information, that might have been uploaded by an ordinary user. Moreover, there are many songs online, for

which the actors information is not available at all.

Although, the main actors, mainly hero and heroine in a movie, appear regularly in different scenes and the movie story revolves

around them, however their existence in any other scene is not as much guaranteed as in songs of a movie. Video songs are a

crucial determinant and integral part of a Bollywood movie’s success. In fact, a main purpose of the plot line is to provide a

sequence of pegs on which to hang song sequences. Typically, there are usually three to ten video songs in a Bollywood movie

of two to three hours, with every video song having length of three to ten minutes. In this paper, we propose an automatic stars

detection from Bollywood movies video songs. We first examine the most probable frames in a video song, where the main

actors appear most frequently, then we use a face detector and clusterer for the detection of stars in the video songs. The star

detection in the video songs, the outcome of this paper, may be used as a pre-processing phase in an overall stars identification

in Bollywood movies and video songs, which can be used to index online movies and video songs databases.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives the related work to face detection and recognition in video. The

detection of faces from the most probable frames in the video songs is presented in section 3. The clustering, based on images

similarity is discussed in section 5. Section 6 presents the experimental results on video songs from different genres. Finally, the

paper ends with the conclusion and future directions in section 7.

2. Related Work

There are many approaches in the literature that attempt to automatically detect main actor in a movie, recognize his/her face and

assign a name to it. This task is an extremely challenging one, mainly due to the factors that faces in a video are uncontrolled,

huge variations in pose, illumination and expression. In some cases, faces may also be occluded.

Xu et al. [13] proposed a system for automatically identifying characters in a movie. They developed a system, named as

Cast2Face that is capable of assigning actual actor face to the characters in a movie. Cast2Face uses the cast information of a

movie that is usually accompanied as a textual wrapper. It takes character name from the cast information, uses the corresponding

actor name, given in the cast, and exploits it as a keyword to search images form Goggle. Although the system is an efficient cast

to face assigner, but it depends on textual cast information associated with movie, that may not be available all the times.

Everingham and Zisserman in [5] proposed an automatic person identifier in a video by combining the pose detection and

estimation with classification. They established a labeled faces as training data for identification faces from a video. The system

determiners the identity of a query face by proposing faces with similar pose in first step, in the second step, the target face

would be classified in one of the proposed faces class with similar pose and facial features. Arandjelovic and Zisserman in [1]

proposed a method of recognizing all the faces of a character in a movie, given a small number of query faces. They developed

a recognition method, capable of suppressing all unwanted surrounding faces, thus only focusing on main face in a scene. Their

system also includes a pose refiner that improves the performance of recognition. When applied on few feature films, a recall of

92% with precision of 93% was achieved. Everingham et al. in [4] proposed a method of automatically labeling characters in a TV

program or movie. They exploited the different visual and textual sources for this purpose. Along with labeling a character, they

also determine whether a character is talking in a frame or not.

Foucher and Gagnon in [6] presented a video indexing system, based on similar faces in different videos. Their indexing of video

was based on detection of actor faces and clustering actor faces based on their face similarity. They used a cascade classifier for

the detection of near-frontal view of faces. They tested the system on a public face database as well as a full length movie.

There are also many attempts in the literature to automatically recognize faces. A face recognition system detects a face from a
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given image or video and checks it against an already existing face database. For every face in database, a similarity score is

calculated against the face under observation. A face with highest similarity value is the considered to be the person in input

image.

The face recognition from a video sequence, as in our work, is an extremely challenging task, mainly due to two reasons as

mentioned in by Zhao et al [14]. First, the video quality is usually low as recording mostly takes place outdoor. Even if it is indoor,

the subjects are not cooperative, which is the basic requirement in current face recognition system. Second, the face images are

too small, in some case, as small as 20 × 20 pixels, whereas the required size for a face image to be recognized correctly is 128 ×

128.

There are four important areas of computer vision which are important in video based face recognition as identified by Chellappa

et al. in [2], structure estimation, segmentation of moving objects in a video sequence, 3D model for face, and non-rigid motion

analysis. Jebbara et al. in [10] proposed a system that models human face for the estimation of facial features and texture in a

video stream. This proposed system uses all four techniques of computer vision.

There have been few attempts at recognition of human behavior from a video. Darrell et al. [3] and Freeman et [7] al. proposed

method of recognizing the user behavior in a video and trigger an appropriate action. Healey et al. [9] proposed an approach to

estimate the tiredness of a driver using the facial expression captured from a video. Such an estimator may be used to avoid

accidents that occur due to drivers tiredness.

Although there are many attempts in the literature to recognize faces in a video, none of them is actually searching for main actor

of a movie or video song, that can be used to index movies and songs by actor. The pre-processing phase of such main actor

recognizer is main actor detector, that is the motivation behind this paper.

(a) Main Actor                                                               (b) Main Actor

Figure 1. Main Actor Appearance in video song

3. Main Actors Appearance in Movies

The main actors, i.e. hero/heroine are usually found in a movie’s action and song scenes. It is extremely hard to decide about

main actors during the action scenes, specially the heroine in the movie, which rarely appears in these scenes. On the other

hand, there are also many other characters, like villains and extras which are involved in an action scene. However, the video

song scenes are mostly filmed on hero/heroine in a movie. Thus, in our main actors detector, we use video songs of a movie to

detect the main actors.

Movie video songs are mostly screened on main actors of a movie, i.e. hero and heroine, nevertheless, usually there are many

other characters that are also moving around with hero heroine. For example, few extras might be performing attractive dance

steps, synchronized with the main actors. Figure 1 shows two image from two different Bollywood movie video songs. In Figure

1(a), the main actor is Shahrukh Khan (the person with white shirt and cap, standing in front of all), but there is also appearance

of many other extra peoples, dancing with the main character. Similarly, in Figure 1(b), the main actress is Aishwariya Rai, but

there are also many other ladies in the image, dancing with her.
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Usually, the main actors are always the most important entity in a video song, but camera can not be positioned on a constant

place to shoot actors only (this happens only in news videos), it might move around to show the location where actually the

video song sequence is being pictured. This practice makes a video song even more interesting for viewers. Just imagine a

romantic video song between a beautiful couple in a lush green field in open air. Figure 2 shows images from a Bollywood

romantic video song. Figure 2(a) and Figure 2(b) shows the images from shots of main actor, which are followed by shots

depicting surrounding environment, as shown in Figure 2(c) and Figure 2(d).

In order to find faces of main actors, the obvious option is to capture images from every second of a video song, however this

approach has two drawback,

• The processing would be extremely slow.

• We may end up capturing so many irrelevant images, where either no main actor appears or showing only surrounding environ-

ment. Thus consuming a lot of unnecessary memory space.

Given the above drawbacks of observing all the images in a video song for main actor detection, we need to decide the most

probable frames in a video song where main actors appear. In order to solve this problem, we observed different elements of the

video songs, like intro, bridge, verse and outro, in 20 video songs selected from different video song genres. We converted all

the video songs in images, capturing 3 images from each second of a video song. We then manually observed the audio of all

video songs to compute duration of intro, bridges, verses, and outro. Finally, we manually checked for all the elements of a video

song, the faces in video songs images to find out the ratio of images where main actor faces appears to total seconds in any

element.

video song Intro Bridge1 Verse1+Intro Bridge2 Verse2+Outro

(seconds) (seconds) (seconds) (seconds) (seconds)

ab naam 43/57 5/21 71/110 7/22 77/107

khushiyan 51/71 7/28 65/99 8/28 81/104

tu piyar 30/42 9/26 72/110 10/25 93/111

shesha toot 23/45 10/39 61/93 11/34 67/95

ek bewafa 47/63 11/32 70/117 11/30 87/110

tum he 52/72 12/30 83/105 12/30 89/107

tere leay 29/41 8/21 72/106 9/22 93/102

jadu tere 45/59 6/20 78/109 8/18 92/117

ho nahi 60/71 11/31 69/102 12/34 88/100

are re 37/51 10/29 77/105 11/26 82/110

rim jim 38/53 11/31 65/101 12/26 81/103

dil ne 51/65 9/27 71/99 5/23 82/102

sajan 52/68 10/31 80/107 10/29 98/118

jane kion 43/57 8/22 70/100 9/21 92/104

main beboo 32/56 11/27 71/99 12/27 82/100

ure ure 33/49 10/25 72/101 11/26 78/98

i m disco 45/55 11/31 79/110 11/29 80/110

kambakhit 20/33 8/24 60/92 9/26 82/97

chaltey 50/69 9/25 61/97 8/23 81/95

nend na 40/66 7/24 72/93 8/23 80/98

piyar ki 41/59 6/21 77/108 7/20 82/104

Average 41.05/57.24 9/26.90 71.24/103 9.57/25.80 84.14/104

Table 1. Portion of Main Actor Face Appearance in Different video song Elements
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(a) Male Main Actor (c) Environment

Figure 2. Main Actor Appearance with Environment

 (b) Female Main Actor (d) Environment

(a) Image. 1 (b) Image. 2

(h) Image. 8 (i) Image. 9

(d) Image. 4 (e) Image. 5 (f) Image. 6

(k) Image. 11(j) Image. 10 (m) Image. 13

(g) Image. 7

(l) Image. 12

(c) Image. 3

(n) Image. 14

(o) Image. 15

Figure 3. Images of a video song from Outro Part

(a) Image. 1 (b) Image. 2

(h) Image. 8 (i) Image. 9

(d) Image. 4 (e) Image. 5 (f) Image. 6

(k) Image. 11(j) Image. 10 (m) Image. 13

(g) Image. 7

(l) Image. 12

(c) Image. 3

(n) Image. 14

(o) Image. 15

Figure 4. Images of a video song from Bridge Part

4. Outro detection in songs

5. Clustering Faces Based on Image Similarity

Once all the faces from outro part of a video song are detected and extracted, the next step is to put similar faces in the same

cluster and dissimilar in different. In any video song, two most frequently occurring faces are mainly faces of movie stars. Thus

if we break all the faces in three different clusters, probably first two clusters would contain faces of two main actors, whereas

the 3rd cluster, which contains mostly lowest number of faces, are the faces of extras in a video song.

In order to find out the faces similarity between two faces, we use simple image comparison explained in [12]. It breaks an image
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in 25 regions and from each region, computes RGB values. The image similarity is based on simple Euclidean distance between

individual regions. The overall image difference ImgDif, between two images, imagei and imagej is defined as,

ImgDif  =Σ RGB (image
i 
(R

k 
)) − RGB (image

j 
(R

k 
))

k = 1

25

(1)

(a) Face. 1 (b) Face. 2 (d) Face. 4 (e) Face. 5 (f) Face. 6 (g) Face. 7(c) Face. 3 (h) Face. 8 (i) Face. 9 (j) Face. 10

(k) Face. 11 (l) Face. 12

Figure 5. Faces in a video song in Outro Part

Figure 6. Face in a video song in Bridge Part

The simple image comparison based on RGB performs well, because in most cases, for an actor, the faces detected from outro are

from same shot. It means, not only the face is same, but the background is also same. This is reason why, if two faces belong to

same actor, and are extracted from same shot, the image RGB difference between the two images should also be very low. For

example, refer to the face detected in Figure 5(g) and 5(k). These are two faces of same actor. It can also be observed that

background is also same with only slight change in camera position.

In order to find out image difference values, we select randomly any image from the face images as shown in Figure 5. For

example, when we selected 5(a) as a reference image, its image difference values with respect to others are shown in Figure 7.

Note that, the difference with first face is 0.00, because its the difference of reference image with itself. Furthermore, the

difference values are shown in increasing order. It can be observed that, the difference values are lower between the reference

image and the image of the same actor as of reference image, whereas, these values are in higher range for the female actress.

We use these image difference values to cluster faces using K-Medoids clustering methods. The K-Medoids methods selects

k object to be cluster representatives, where k is user input representing the number of clusters. The remaining objects are

clustered based on to which representative they are most similar. The clustering performance is then improved with an iterative

process of minimizing the sum of the dissimilarities between objects and their representatives. This sum of dissimilarities S is

defined as [8],

(2)S = Σ
j = 1

k

Σ
p ∈ C

k

j

| p − o
j 
|

Where S represents the absolute dissimilarity between all the objects in dataset, p represents an element in cluster C
j
, o

j
 is

representative object in jth cluster. We use K-Mediods because it perform well on small datasets, as in our case, in presence of

outliers.

The clustering dataset D, for the Figure 7 is,

D = {961.165, 984.588, 1163.816, 1179.185, 1232.005,

                                       1625.841, 1720.559, 1790.127,

                                       1857.426, 1892.053, 2025.593}

(3)

Where k represents a region in an image, and R
k
 represents the kth region in an image.
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Reference Image

0.00

961.165

984.588

1163.816

1179.185

1232.005

1232.005

1720.599

1790.127

1857.426

1892.053

2025.593

When we applied this to a K-Medoids clusterer, it broke the dataset in two clusters C
1
 and C

2
, defines as,

C
1
 = {961.165, 984.588, 1163.816, 1179.185, 1232.005}

C
2
 = {1625.841, 1720.559, 1790.127, 1857.426, 1892.053, 2025.593}

and,

Figure 7. Faces

(4)

(5)

The faces clustered in both clusters are shown in Figure 8 with the process of main actors faces selection. We randomly pick a

face from each cluster, which is the main actor.

6. Experimental Results

In this section, we present our results of main actors detection in a video song sequence. We limit our search of main actors on

two, although there are video songs in which three or even four main actors are involved, but the number of such video songs

is very low. Usually, in a Bollywood movie song, two actors are involved, a hero and heroine. For the experimental purpose, we

selected a total of 150 video songs, falling evenly in three genres: pop, tragic, and romantic. Tables 2, 3, and 4 show the results

of two main actors detection in tragic, romantic, and pop video songs respectively. In each case, the first main actor face

represents the face of hero in the video song, whereas, the second main actor face refers to heroine of the video song, or in some

cases, second hero of the video song, if a heroine is not involved in the video song.

An overall accuracy of 83:34% has been achieved in the detection of first main actor in the video songs, whereas an accuracy

of 80% has been achieved on second main actor in the video songs. The detection accuracy in pop video songs has been found

least accurate among all, it may be because of the fast pace of the pop video songs and involvement of many faces in every frame

of the video song.

7. Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we presented our approach towards main actor detection in Bollywood movies video songs. Usually, the stars of

a movie are involved in movie’s video songs, thus the stars detection in video songs may lead to the movie stars detection. It
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S.No Song First Main Actor Face Second Main Actor Face

1 o sanam o sanam Correct Correct

2 kabhi sochta Correct Correct

3 ishq karoge Correct Incorrect

4 Dil jab se Incorrect Correct

5 Dunia mein kitna Correct Incorrect

6 main itni door Correct Correct

7 isse pehley Incorrect Correct

8 jam who hai Correct Correct

9 manzlein apni Correct Correct

10 kash kahin Correct Correct

11 do pal ki Correct Correct

12 chalak chalak Incorrect Correct

13 bairi piya Correct Correct

14 o priya priya Correct Correct

15 rona chahey Correct Correct

16 Tanhayee Correct Correct

17 main itne door Correct Correct

18 kabhi bandhan Correct Correct

19 manzlain apni Correct Correctt

20 jeeta tha Correct Correct

21 isee pehley Correct Correct

22 duniya main kitna Correct Correct

23 tujehy buladiya Correct Incorrect

24 maine dil se kaha Incorrect Correct

25 tune ju na kaha Correct Correct

26 dil jab se toot gaya Incorrect Correct

27 ae kash kahin aisa Correct Correct

28 Ishq karoge tu dard Correct Correct

29 rone na dejega Correct Correct

30 mujhey tum yad Correct Incorrect

31 dil jab se Correct Correct

32 mujhey tum nazar Correct Incorrect

33 yaad yaad Correct Correct

34 ishq karoge Correct Correct

35 hue ankh num Correct Incorrect

36 aj purani Correct Correct

37 tere bina zindagi Correct Correct

38 dukhe man mere Correct Correct

39 sapna mera toot Correct Correct

40 pani pani re Correct Correct

41 dhuwan dhuwan sa Correct Correct

42 kehta hey jokar Correct Incorrect

43 sheshe ke gharon main Correct Correct

44 tum itna jo Correct Correct

45 betab dil ki Correct Incorrect

46 jhonka hawa ka Correct Correct

47 chain se humko Correct Correct

48 tera gham mera Correct Incorrect

49 sharaab na peeta Correct Correct

50 tujh se naaraz Correct Correct

Table 2. Actor Detection Results in Tragic Songs
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S.No Song First Main Actor Face Second Main Actor Face

51 jadu tere nazar Correct Correct

52 ho nahi sakta Correct Correct

53 are re yeh kia Correct Correct

54 rim jim Correct Correct

55 dil ne yeh kaha Correct Correct

56 sajan Correct Incorrect

57 jane kion Correct Correct

58 ghongat ki aar se Incorrect Correct

59 humain tum se piyar Correct Correct

60 so bar janam Correct Correct

61 mere hath mein Correct Correct

62 humko humi se Incorrect Correct

63 tujhey dekha tu Correct Correct

64 boli se surat Correct Correct

65 gali mein aj Incorrect Incorrect

66 hamara dil ap key Correct Correct

67 hum ap ke dil main Incorrect Correct

68 ae mere humsafar Correct Correct

69 shukriya Correct Correct

70 kia mausam Correct Incorrect

71 na tum janu na hum Incorrect Correct

72 kaho na kaho Correct Correct

73 ae mere hamsafar Correct Correct

74 chand sifarish Correct Correct

75 tum jo aye Incorrect Incorrect

76 piyar ki kahani Correct Correct

77 meri mehbooba Correct Correct

78 jaam wohi hey Incorrect Incorrect

79 tum se milna Correct Correct

80 mauka milega Correct Correct

81 chand se parda Correct Incorrect

82 ek larki ko Incorrect Correct

83 kisi se mujhey Correct Incorrect

84 kitna hasen cheh Correct Correct

85 kuch na kaho Incorrect Incorrect

86 mere dil main reht Correct Correct

87 sanbal hai maine Correct Correct

88 aaj main oper Correct Correct

89 mohbat ho na ja Correct Correct

90 piya kis se Correct Correct

91 tum mile dil Correct Incorrect

92 tere dar per Correct Correct

93 yeh kali kali Correct Correct

94 utra na dil Correct Incorrect

95 tera hone laga Correct Correct

96 hum tu dil se Correct Incorrect

97 lagi lagi yeh Correct Correct

98 pyar ishq aur Correct Correct

99 taal se taal Correct Correct

100 o re chhori Correct Correct

Table 3. Actor Detection Results In Romantic Songs
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S.No Song First Main Actor Face Second Main Actor Face

101 beboo main beboo Correct Correct

102 ure ure main ure Correct Correct

103 i m disco dancer Incorrect Incorrect

104 kambakhit ishq Correct Correct

105 chaltey chaltey yon lagey Incorrect Correct

106 meri mehbooba Correct Correct

107 mujhey nend na Correct Correct

108 piyar ki kahani Correct Correct

109 ramta jogi Correct Incorrect

110 jate hon main Correct Incorrect

111 kitaben buhat se Correct Correct

112 muni badnam Incorrect Correct

113 shela ki jawani Correct Correct

114 kaho na kaho Correct Correct

115 mauja he mauja Correct Incorrect

116 naghara naghara baje Correct Correct

117 diya diya re Correct Correct

118 mera babo chhail Correct Incorrect

119 no entry Correct Correct

120 qayamat qayamat Correct Incorrect

121 ay dil tum pe Incorrect Correct

122 gela gela Correct Correct

123 falak dekhon Correct Correct

124 ek bewafa Correct Correct

125 kia kia re sanam Correct Correct

126 mujhko nend Correct Correct

127 kanta laga Incorrect Correct

128 dil mein mere dard Correct Correct

129 kedo zara Correct Correct

130 i hate luv storys Correct Correct

131 bejouriya Correct Incorrect

132 chhalla Correct Correct

133 desi kali Correct Correct

134 rock the party Correct Incorrect

135 woh kisna hay Incorrect Correct

136 ghar jai ge Correct Correct

137 tuba tuba Correct Incorrect

138 aaj kal tere Correct Correct

139 tere baaton Correct Incorrect

140 ek ajnabi haseena Correct Correct

141 ek haseena nalam Correct Correct

142 pagal hon main Correct Incorrect

143 koi mujhey jangli Correct Correct

144 parde main Correct Correct

145 zor ka jhatka Correct Incorrect

146 ari ari Incorrect Correct

147 o saqi Correct Correct

148 jal bin machli Correct Incorrect

149 bolo tara Correct Correct

150 thori si dhoop Incorrect Correct

Table 4. Actor Detection Results In Romantic Songs
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Main Actors

C
1

C
2

Figure 8. Clustering Results

Song Genre Total Songs Correctly Detected Correctly Detected

First Main Actor Second Main Actor

    Tragic      50             45               39

 Romantic      50             41               39

      Pop      50             42               37

    Total     150            128              115

     Accuracy (%)          85.33            76.67

Table 5. Actor Detection Results

was observed through different experiments that, along with stars of movie, there are also many other characters involved in a

video song, however, during outro of a video song, the stars face is most prominent. We thus, detect all the faces in an outro of

a video song, and cluster them based on image similarity. The faces in first two clusters are then considered main stars in a video

song.

The proposed star detection from musical has been tested on 150 Bollywood video songs from three genres: tragic, romantic,

and pop. An overall accuracy of 85:33% and 76:67 has been achieved on first and second main actors detection respectively.

The stars detection from movie video songs may help in two important applications: movie stars detection and iden-tification.

As discussed earlier, the main stars appearance in the movies songs is guaranteed, thus if we detect the faces of stars from all

the songs of a movie, and manage to cluster faces based on their similarity, an overall stars detection from movies can be

accomplished. Moreover, the main stars faces detection is only a pre-processing phase in actor identification in movies, with a

suitable face databases, the proposed stars face detector may be extended in an automatic stars face recognizer. The automatic

stars faces recognizer may be used in indexing movies and songs in huge movies and song databases.
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